When you can’t afford to be dull, sharpen your wits with NoDoz. 

NoDoz helps restore your natural mental alertness... helps you be sharp... helps you feel alert. It can help sharpen your wits even when the going is slow. You might call it a head start on a guaranteed day of mental fitness.

SAFE AS COFFEE

The main ingredients of NoDoz are caffeine and a proprietary formula that helps you feel alert when you need the most alert.

BUY NO-DOZ NOW

THE TECH COOP

In the New SdU. Student Center

Wrestlers beat Umass; face Coast Guard next

By Tony Lima

The Tech wrestlers completely dominated the meet in winning over University of Massachusetts Wednesday. The Techmen scored 28 points to UMass’s 14. In the 133 lb. class, the grapplers started on the right foot when John Harris ’81 won his match with a pin in 1:41. This was the quickest pin of the meet. Not to be outdone, John Reynolds ’87 pinned his man in 4:36 in the 139 lb. match. In the 153 lb. class, Whitley Whitman ’86 pinned his man in 2:47. This is Whitman’s seventh win of the season, as opposed to one loss.

Tim Connolly ’86 didn’t fare as well in his 145 lb. match, losing to Jesse Eigenman ’84. But Norman Hawkwood ’87 came back in the 153 lb. class to win 6:4. In the 142 and 177 lb. class, John Fleck ’86 and Henry Dooling ’79 lost on points. Brook Landis ’86 pinned his man in the 187 lb. class, as did Dave Schramm ’87 in the unlimited. For Schramm, it was his eighth win against no losses and no ties. MIT’s hopes suffered a blow when Al Landers ’87 was sidelined for the rest of the season with a knee injury last week. The grapplers’ next meet is at home tomorrow against Coast Guard.

Rifle team romps over BU

By Russ Mostoller

The MIT Rifle team trounced another Greater Boston League opponent Monday, beating Boston University 238-281. Putting front and center was Charlie Morantz ’87 and his third highest individual total of the year, shooting 281. The Riflemen will have two meets this weekend. They will shoot against Wentworth here this evening and then travel to the Coast Guard Academy tomorrow for the Coast Guard Invitational.
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"The Most Trusted Name in Electronics"

Graduating Engineers and Scientists:

LOCKHEED
MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY

will be interviewing on campus February 17 and 18. Contact the Placement Office for your interview appointment.

An equal opportunity and F/M employer

On Campus RCA will interview for Graduate Training Programs on

February 14, 15

Candidates for BS, AB and Advanced Degrees are invited to consider this opportunity to join a world-famous electronics corporation.

Briefly, the three principal RCA programs are:

COMPUTER MARKETING requires individuals with good academic standing and a degree in engineering, science, mathematics, liberal arts, or business administration, with an interest in computer systems and sales. The program consists of five integrated phases incorporating both formal and on-the-job training.

ENGINEERING for the engineer or physicist interested in research, development or design engineering. There are three possible avenues for the individual chosen: Design and Development Specialized Training will help you decide in which directions your career aptitudes lie. Direct Assignment for the person who knows his chosen field of interest.

Graduate Study offers selected candidates an opportunity to continue their studies, for paid, for two days a week, and work at RCA three days.

FINANCIAL for the graduate with an interest in financial management and the applications of the computer in the field of finance. This is a complete indoctrination into RCA’s approach to financial management and other management functions. You will be trained in depth to assume an important post in one of the many RCA businesses.

See your placement officer now to arrange an interview with an RCA representative.

An Equal Opportunity Employer N & F

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS